[1] Bromide breakthrough curves from push-pull tests were obtained at two wells before, during, and after citrate injections to assess how citrate-induced colloid mobilization affected physical aquifer transport properties. Tailing and incomplete bromide recoveries (67-95%) could not be fit with a conservative advection/dispersion model, and the results of batch tests using aquifer solids implied bromide was not significantly sorbing. Thus we modeled the bromide returns considering advection, dispersion, and rate-limited diffusive mass transfer between mobile and immobile regions by fitting a r , the radial dispersivity; a, the rate-limited mass transfer coefficient; and b, the volumetric ratio of immobile-to-mobile domains. Statistical t-tests indicated that the changes in aquifer transport parameters at a well where colloid mobilization was limited were not significant at a 95% percent confidence level. However, the substantial colloid mobilization at a second well corresponded to significantly decreased a r and b, while increasing a between premobilization and both mobilization and postmobilization. The changes in aquifer parameters and their correlation to the recovered colloidal mass are consistent with the idea that pore-clogging colloids were mobilized and/or reorganized during citrate injections. The results suggest that flushing a site under the right conditions with citrate could open up immobile regions and substantially reduce remediation time and costs by liberating contaminants whose transport would otherwise be diffusion limited.
Introduction
[2] Johnson et al. [2001] used a series of push-pull tests to show that citrate injections at pH 7 mobilized chromiumcontaminated colloids in a northeastern Connecticut aquifer. By reversing surface charges and complexing metals such as Fe(III) that make up cementitious phases, citrate disperses colloids from the larger aquifer solids and thereby enables at least some of these small particles to be advected with groundwater [Johnson et al., 2001] . In this paper we report how this colloid mobilization may have affected aquifer transport properties.
[3] Push-pull tests involve injecting a solution from a screened well into an aquifer and withdrawing water from the same well after it has interacted with the aquifer solids and local groundwater. Push-pull tests are relatively easy to perform and less expensive than well-to-well tests. Solute recovery curves from push-pull tests have been used to estimate aquifer dispersivity [Hoopes and Harleman, 1967; Gelhar and Collins, 1971; Pickens and Grisak, 1981; Molz et al., 1985; Lessoff and Konikow, 1997; Novakowski et al., 1998 ], chemical and microbiological parameters Istok et al., 1997; Haggerty et al., 1998; Schroth et al., 1998; Snodgrass and Kitanidis, 1998; Istok et al., 1999; Swartz and Gschwend, 1999; Johnson et al., 2001; Harvey et al., 2002] , and recently mobile-immobile domain mass transfer parameters in a fractured dolomite [Meigs and Beauheim, 2001; Haggerty et al., 2001] .
[4] In addition to fractured rock, the mobile-immobile domain mass transfer model has been applied to solute transport through a variety of clastic aquifers and soils [Nkedi-Kizza et al., 1984; Pang and Close, 1999; Haggerty et al., 1998 ]. Recently, Harvey and Gorelick [2000] used simple models of diffusion-driven mass transfer to explain nonreactive transport through the sedimentary aquifer at the MacroDispersion Experiment (MADE) field site. They found large ratios of immobile-to-mobile pore space ($7) and length scales for the immobile domain of centimeters or less. These results, and corroboration by Feehley et al. [2000] and Julian et al. [2001] , are based on analysis of large-scale tracer experiments and do not provide a detailed characterization of the small-scale structure responsible for the immobile volume, although clogging of pores by fine material is suspected. Other studies, focusing on small-scale structures, indicate that intragranular and/or intra-aggregate diffusion is also an important process controlling solute mobility [e.g., Wood et al., 1990; Holmen and Gschwend, 1997] . Immobile regions may be found in surface coatings on grains, aggregates of small grains, and microfractures within grains.
[5] Here we use the differences in bromide recovery curves before, during, and after colloid mobilization to investigate how aquifer properties may be changed by induced movement of fine materials below ground. In the first section of this paper we describe the experiments conducted in the lab and field relevant to interpretation of the breakthrough curves (BTCs). Next, we develop a numerical model to estimate the mass transfer parameters and their uncertainties by fitting the BTCs. Finally, we use this model to show that when there was substantial colloid mobilization (measured by turbidity in the BTCs), there were also significant changes in aquifer properties, most important, an apparent decrease in immobile regions, which could aid remediation.
Experimental Methodology

Site Conditions and Well Design
[6] The research area is located in northern Connecticut at the base of a kame terrace composed of glacial till and glacio-fluvial outwash sediments. Past activities of a chromium plating company contaminated the underlying aquifer [Nikolaidis et al., 1994] . The water table is about 3 m below the surface, and borings [Hellerich, 1999] show that the aquifer is composed of fine sands and silt interlaced with gravel and small stones.
[7] Two wells, ML1A and P11, were used for the pushpull tests. ML1A, installed in 1992 with a hollow-stem auger, consisted of 1.905 cm OD (outside diameter) polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipe to a depth of 5.64 m [Nikolaidis et al., 1994] . P11 consisted of 3.30 cm OD PVC pipe with a depth of 3.33 m and was installed in 1998 with a Geoprobe TM . Each well was equipped with a 15.24-cm-long diffuser section covered by a 15.24-cm slotted screen (slot width equal to 0.0254 cm). It is notable that well P11 was located near the center of an acidic plume (pH 3.7 versus upgradient pH of about 5.7), while ML1A was nearer the plume edge (pH 4.4). Additional details on construction and installation of wells ML1A and P11 are described by Hellerich [1999] and Johnson et al. [2001] .
Bromide Adsorption Experiment
[8] Bromide can participate in anion exchange with aquifer solids like iron oxides [Brooks et al., 1998 ], although bromide is often thought of as a conservative tracer for field experiments [Freyberg, 1986; Gelhar et al., 1992; Jensen et al., 1993] . To assess maximal bromide sorption, we used site sediment with the highest iron oxide levels (408 mmol/kg from the ML1A boring) and water with the lowest pH of what we found at the end of our pushpull testing (pH 5) and with the lowest measured concentrations of competing anions (0.3 mM chromate and 0.15 mM sulfate) [Johnson et al., 2001] (Table 1) . Duplicate vials containing 5 g of wet sediment and 3 mL of pH 5 solutions consisting of 0.5 mM bromide, 0.3 mM chromate, and 0.15 mM sulfate were shaken for 24 hours with a Burrell wrist-action shaker. Duplicate control solutions with no bromide were used to ensure the sediment contained no background bromide, and controls with no sediment were used to be certain that no other bromide losses occurred in the testing apparatus. A Dionex ion chromatograph was used to measure the bromide concentration in the water after equilibration of the solid-water slurries. Bromide adsorption was evaluated by calculating the solid/water distribution parameter, K d (mL/g), from the following equation:
where f w is the fraction of the added bromide that remained dissolved in the sorption equilibrated water and r sw (g/mL) is the ratio of dry solid mass to the volume of water [Schwarzenbach et al., 2003] . [9] In September and October of 1997, head measurements were taken to determine the regional hydraulic gradient, and slug tests were performed to determine spatial variation of the aquifer's hydraulic conductivity. Porosity was calculated by weighing known wet and dry volumes of aquifers solids, and grain size distribution analyses were performed on subsurface solids collected during well installations [Nikolaidis et al., 1994; Hellerich, 1999] .
Field Experimentation
[10] Push-pull experiments were conducted at two wells to examine our ability to mobilize colloids using citrate at pH 7 and to observe any concomitant changes in subsurface transport properties. Prior to each injection, the test well was pumped at 100 mL/min until constant turbidity was achieved. The flow rate was then reduced to 22-55 mL/ min and continued overnight. In the morning the flow rate was then returned to 100 mL/min for about an hour before injection. For the premobilization conditions, groundwater, amended with 1.2 mM sodium bromide (background bromide is negligible), was injected at 100 mL/min for 2 hours. Subsequently, water was withdrawn at the same flow rate for 6 hours and samples were collected for later laboratory analyses. Pumping was continued overnight at the reduced rate (22 -55 mL/min). On the next day, colloid mobilization was attempted by adding 5 mM sodium citrate and 1.2 mM sodium bromide to the water injected for 2 hours. Again, water was withdrawn at 100 mL/min for 6 hours and samples were collected for laboratory analyses. At P11, pumping was again continued overnight at a reduced rate (22 -55 mL/min). Finally, a postmobilization tracer study was performed for the P11 well on the third day, again using groundwater amended with 1.2 mM NaBr. The injection volumes ranged from 11.4 to 12.0 L for our 2-hour ''pushes,'' quantities chosen to affect aquifer volumes greater than the volume of any subsurface solids disturbed during well installation. From 29.2 to 38.5 L were withdrawn over the 6 hour ''pull,'' sufficient to remove all of the bromide for the case of ideal transport.
[11] The retrieved water samples were filtered (Supor Acrodisc 25 0.45 mm filters, Gelman, Ann Arbor, Michigan), and bromide was measured using ion chromatography (Dionex DX-500 Series, Sunnyvale, California). We also measured sodium concentrations in the filtered water recovered during the mobilization exercises. After acidifying, sodium was quantified using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (Perkin-Elmer Plasma-40, Norwalk, Connecicut). Standards, blanks, and duplicates for both analyses were run every 10 samples. Bromide analyses had a precision of ±5% and a detection limit of 6 mM; sodium had a lower limit of detection of 2 mM and a precision of better than ±10%.
Model Development, Parameter Fitting, and Significance Testing
[12] The numerical model for push-pull tests subject to rate-limited mass transfer used by Harvey et al. [2002] was adapted for the solute recovery curves analyzed in this study. The model was used to estimate aquifer parameters and their corresponding uncertainties for each of the five injection-withdrawal sequences by fitting the bromide (and sodium in two cases) BTCs using least squares nonlinear optimization. The statistics of the estimated parameters were analyzed to determine if these values significantly changed between successive experiments.
[13] The observed recovery curves could not be fit by a conservative advective-dispersive model [e.g., Gelhar and Collins, 1971; Hellerich, 1999] . The conservative model was unable to reproduce the observed immediate decline in bromide (relative to the injected concentration) or the tailing behavior that followed. Rather, the BTCs exhibited characteristics typical of rate-limited mass transfer. We interpret the mass transfer to be physical since our laboratory batch sorption observations indicated insignificant surface adsorption for bromide at this site (see below).
[14] The equation for radially symmetric solute transport governed by advection, dispersion, and mass transfer is (adapted from Hoopes and Harleman [1967] )
where C is the concentration in the mobile domain; S is the concentration in the immobile domain; a r is the radial dispersivity; v is the velocity; and b is the ratio of immobileto-mobile domains. Radially symmetric flow is appropriate since the calculated regional velocities would have a negligible effect on transport compared to the well-induced velocities over the duration of the experiment. We assumed steady state groundwater velocities; thus we related velocities to pumping using
where Q is the well pumping rate (positive for injection and negative for extraction); r is the radial distance from the well; b is the screened well thickness; and q m is the mobile porosity. With the total porosity q T measured on core samples, we also define b as
where q im is the immobile porosity. We approximated mass transfer as diffusion between the mobile and immobile domains:
where a is the rate coefficient. For the case of a conservative tracer, a depends on the characteristic length of diffusion l and the effective diffusion coefficient D* that incorporates tortuosity, solute exclusion, and porosity [Shackelford, 1988; Shackelford and Daniel, 1991; Malusis and Shackelford, 2002 ]. An additional geometry coefficient is needed to account for how the effective timescale of solute diffusion in and out of immobile regions depends on the shape of the region. For example, in a plane and a sphere with the same characteristic length of diffusion (half-width for a plane and radius for a sphere), solutes will exchange faster in and out of a sphere. This effect is accounted for with a coefficient ψ(d), which is a function of the geometry dimensionality, d (1 for planes, 2 for cylinders, and 3 for spheres), of the immobile regions:
The concentrations of C and S were initialized as zero for the premobilization fits. Since the laboratory analyses later showed that the integrated bromide recoveries after 6 hours of pumping were always well short of 100% (see below), we used the model fits to the samples recovered during those 6 hours to extrapolate continued overnight bromide recoveries at the reduced pumping rate. Then before modeling mobilization and postmobilization tests, C and S were initialized to account for the remaining unrecovered bromide at their model-estimated, radially distributed, nonzero values to account for solute remaining from the prior push-pull test.
[15] The model was solved numerically with a centrally weighted Crank-Nicholson finite difference scheme. Spatial Ár and temporal Át discretizations were calculated as a function of radial dispersivity to satisfy the accuracy criteria given by the grid Peclet, Pe = Ár/a r , and Courant, Cr = v max Át/Ár, numbers. To ensure accuracy, space and time steps must meet the following criteria: Pe < 2 and Cr < 1; thus we solved for Ár and Át as Ár < 2a r ð8aÞ
where v max is the maximum velocity (velocity adjacent to the well). This approach has the advantage that the model will adapt in order to remain accurate and efficient when fitting dispersivity. In order to verify the code, the numerical push-pull model was matched against the analytical solution for ideal solute transport by Gelhar and Collins [1971] for a case of no mass transfer. Subsequently when mass transfer was included, a mass balance was performed to confirm model accuracy.
[16] A preconditioned conjugate gradient nonlinear least squares minimization was used to fit the following model parameters, Àln(a r ), q m , and Àln(a), to the bromide recovery BTCs for each experiment. Fitting the Àln(parameter) ensured that the confidence intervals on the parameters remained positive, and from equation (4), fitting q m simultaneously allowed us to fit b and q im . Different initial guesses were used for the same estimation to confirm that the parameters converged to a unique value.
[17] Conventional methods were used to calculate 95% confidence bounds and standard deviations on each of the fitted parameters from the Jacobian matrix (derivatives of residuals with parameter values) at the solution and residuals, which were modified to remove correlation between residuals close to each other in time [Milton and Arnold, 1995] . A first-order autoregressive process was used to adjust the residuals, r n adj , based on the current residual r n , the lagged residual r nÀ1 , and the correlation between the residuals, f, where f is another fitted parameter [Bates and Watts, 1988] :
This process removes the correlated component of residuals so the new values are independent. It was confirmed that the residuals were correlated and this process transformed them to be independent and normally distributed. These statistical attributes allowed us to perform two-tailed t-tests with a null hypothesis that the means of the model fitted parameters have no difference between successive experiments. When comparing parameters between different push-pull tests, the variances were assumed unequal. Under this condition, the t-statistic for a hypothesized difference of zero was calculated:
where m 1 and m 2 are the optimized parameter values from tests 1 and 2; S 1 and S 2 are the respective sample variance estimates; and n 1 and n 2 are the respective numbers of samples. The degrees of freedom with unequal variances were calculated by the Smith-Satterthwaite approach [Milton and Arnold, 1995] :
where n fp is the number of fitted parameters and INT rounds the expression down to the nearest integer. Using the above values, we can calculate the probability P that the null hypothesis is true, i.e., the probability that the parameters are the same:
where tcdf is the cumulative density function of the t-distribution. This approach allowed us to assess whether Àln(a r ), q m (and consequently b), and Àln(a) changed at the 95% confidence level during or after colloid mobilization.
Results and Discussion
Laboratory Bromide Adsorption Test
[18] Under the sorption-maximizing conditions we used (i.e., site solids with highest iron oxides levels, low pH (5) to promote positive iron oxide charging, and lowest dissolved chromate and sulfate seen at the site), the loss of added bromide from the equilibrated solutions was less than the bromide measurement precision (i.e., <5%). Given this limitation and the solid-water ratios employed, we estimate that the maximal K d (mL/g) for bromide adsorption was 0.01 mL/g. The high concentrations of the divalent sulfate (0.15 -0.26 mM) and chromate (0.30 -1 mM) anions in the site's groundwater and the elevated pHs used in our field injection solutions ( pH 7.1) would decrease this ion exchange coefficient even more. This suggests that bromide did not significantly adsorb to the solid surfaces in situ during the push-pull tests ( 5%). These results support the argument that the observed bromide loss was a result of diffusive mass transfer.
Field Observations and Experimentation 4.2.1. Hydraulic Properties
[19] The regional groundwater hydraulic gradient was 0.006 and the vertical hydraulic gradients ranged from 0.001 to 0.06 (upward direction) based on a spatial analysis of water levels. Uniformity coefficients (C U = d 60 /d 10 ) varied from 2 to 33 over approximately 20 vertically and horizontally different points [Nikolaidis et al., 1994] . An examination of the porosity measurements and grain size analysis for samples near ML1A and P11 resulted in the selection of porosity (q T ) values of 0.37 and 0.32 for modeling the ML1A and P11 wells, respectively. The measured hydraulic conductivities ranged from 1 Â 10 À4 to 3.6 Â 10 À3 cm s À1 [Hellerich, 1999] , while Nikolaidis et al. [1994] reported conductivities ranging from 10 À3 to 10 À6 cm s
À1
. No large-scale preferential flow paths in the site's subsurface geology were evident, implying bromide loss during push-pull testing was not due to large-scale transport. However, significant heterogeneities may exist at the experimental scale.
Turbidity Curves
[20] Recoveries of colloidal solids before, during, and after the citrate injections have been described previously [Johnson et al., 2001] . We describe these briefly here (Figure 1 ). There was an initial increase in turbidity in the ML1A mobilization experiment compared with the premobilization experiment with a maximum value of 12 nephelometric turbidity units (NTUs). There was a much higher initial increase in turbidity of the P11 mobilization experiment with a maximum value of 180 NTUs. Johnson et al. [2001] found there was about 0.84 ± 0.04 mg/L of solids per NTU. Using this number and approximating the amount of fines in the volume of aquifer influenced by the P11 mobilization push-pull test, we calculate that less than 0.01% of the fines were removed by colloid mobilization.
The fact that this small amount of mass removal resulted in a substantial shift of the bromide BTC (see below) is consistent with a hypothesis like pore-throat-clogging colloids were mobilized and/or reorganized.
Bromide Recovery Curves
[21] Bromide returns from the push-pull tests varied substantially between the ML1A and P11 wells (Figure 1) . The premobilization and mobilization bromide BTCs showed little or no difference for ML1A, the well near the edge of the plume that exhibited limited colloid mobilization. However, both bromide recovery curves at this well clearly indicated loss of this anion (BTCs fall to less than 20% of injected concentrations at one pore volume recovery). In contrast, for well P11, which exhibited 10 times more colloids in the pumped water after citrate dosing, the mobilization and postmobilization BTCs were substantially shifted compared to the premobilization bromide return. None of the experiments recovered all of the injected bromide, despite our commencing water withdrawal immediately after injection. All of the BTCs displayed noticeable tailing. Numerical integration of the bromide in recovered waters for the ML1A premobilization and mobilization experiments, and the P11 premobilization, mobilization, and postmobilization experiments yielded 67 ± 4%, 70 ± 4%, 80 ± 4%, 95 ± 5%, and 91 ± 5% mass recoveries, respectively. This is similar to the findings of Istok et al. [1997] , who had bromide recoveries ranging from 88% to 99%, and Schroth et al. [1998] , who had bromide recoveries ranging from 27% to approximately 100%. The ML1A experiment had indistinguishable recoveries before and during colloid mobilizations, while the P11 experiment showed significantly greater bromide recoveries during and after colloid mobilization.
Parameter Estimation and Significance Testing
[22] The numerical model was used to fit the bromide (and sodium for the two mobilization experiments) 6-hour recovery curves by adjusting Àln(a r ), q m , and Àln(a). Using these results, we estimated the continued bromide recoveries during the overnight pumping between injection experiments. For ML1A premobilization, in which only 67% (±4%) of the injected bromide was recovered in 6 hours of pumping, the model extrapolation suggested that there would still be about 18% of the bromide left below ground at the beginning of ML1A mobilization. Likewise, for the P11 premobilization in which 80% (±4%) of the bromide was recovered, the model extrapolation indicated about 9% would be left at the beginning of P11 mobilization. This differed from the expectation that only 0.05% of the injected bromide would remain at the beginning of P11 postmobilization (95 ± 5% measured recovery).
[23] Using the model-derived spatial distributions of these bromide carryovers as initial conditions for modeling of subsequent injection tests, the parameter estimation was repeated, and the predicted recovery curves were seen to correspond well to the observations (Figure 2) . The fitting statistics, estimated parameter values and their standard deviations, and the corresponding calculated parameters for each push-pull test are given in Table 2 . The average root-mean-square error (RMSE) for the five fits was 0.031, representing about 3% of the injected bromide concentration (Table 2 ). Some of the higher RMSE, such as in the P11 premobilization, may be attributable to heterogeneities in Table 2 ). Time was assumed proportional to V/V 0 (ratio of withdrawn volume to injected volume). SBH 15 -6 mass transfer characteristics and the velocity fields, which are unaccounted for by the model.
[24] Statistical t-tests were performed with the fitted parameter values and their standard deviations to assess whether parameters differed between successive push-pull tests (Table 3) . These results show aquifer transport parameters did not change at a 95% percent confidence level during ML1A colloid mobilization. This may simply reflect the limited colloid response we achieved at that well. However, the larger P11 colloid mobilization created a significant change in all three transport parameters when compared with premobilization. Furthermore, the aquifer properties were not significantly different from P11 mobilization to postmobilization, implying that the citrate was responsible for shifting the BTCs. Knowing that groups of parameter values are statistically different allows us (see below) to make inferences about how aquifer transport properties were affected by citrate. It is possible that the slight difference in the parameter values and percent mass recoveries between mobilization and postmobilization is a result of the leftover mass at the beginning of the P11 mobilization. While the model used remaining premobilization mass as an initial condition, it did not attempt to model the processes by which the partitioning of bromide between mobile and immobile domains changed as the immobile domain was influenced during colloid mobilization. This liberation of bromide (e.g., due to unclogging pores) would cause a slight BTC shift and make it appear as if there were a slightly higher a and mass recovery and a lower b during mobilization.
Physical Interpretation of Estimated Parameters
[25] To assess the relation of the aquifer parameters to colloid mobilization, we used the turbidity BTCs to evaluate the magnitude of mobile porosity ''created'' by removal of fines during colloid mobilization. The turbidity curves were numerically integrated and transformed into a mass of total fines recovered by the value of 0.84 ± 0.04 mg/L per NTU [Johnson et al., 2001] . This produced total masses of colloids mobilized, w, of approximately 17 and 155 mg of colloids removed for the ML1A and P11 mobilization experiments, respectively. Then we calculated h, the volume of mobile domain created per mass of colloids mobilized for both mobilization experiments:
where Áq m is the change in the mobile porosity from the premobilization to the mobilization experiment (calculated from q m values in Table 2 ); and V T is the total volume of the aquifer affected during colloid mobilization calculated by the numerical model, which was 138 L for ML1A and 103 L for P11. Application of equation (13) produced a value of 80 mL of mobile domain created/mg colloid mobilized for both ML1A and P11 mobilization experiments. The agreement of this value between the two wells supports the hypothesis that colloid mobilization was responsible for changing aquifer properties. It also suggests the reason transport parameters did not change significantly at ML1A was because the total amount of colloids mobilized there was ''not enough.'' Nonetheless, this large increase in mobile volume for a small mass of colloids pumped out suggested that we did not create new flowing volume by removing an equivalent volume of solids. Rather, it is more likely that we mobilized and/or reorganized pore-clogging There was approximately 18% mass left from the ML1A premobilization experiment on the next day at the beginning of ML1A mobilization; this was used as the initial concentration for modeling mobilization. Additionally, there was approximately 9% mass left from the P11 premobilzation experiment at the beginning of the P11 mobilization, which was used as the initial concentration. e On average, the model had a 98% agreement in mass recovery with numerical integration of the data. The model was used to predict the % mass recovery extrapolated to the same V/V o = 3.19 to make the values more comparable. colloids, which then facilitated more complete porous media flushing.
[26] To gain further insight, we considered the physical reasonableness of the best fit values of our characteristic length of diffusion, l (equation (6)). The thickness of immobile regions may be approximated with this characteristic distance, which is used to describe the effective rate coefficient for diffusion in and out of immobile regions of different geometry's. Equation (6) allows us to approximate the length scale of diffusion from the best fit rate coefficients, if the value of the geometric factor ψ(d) and the apparent diffusivity are known. Below, we develop an approximation of the shape of immobile regions (to calculate the geometric factor ψ(d)), discuss the apparent diffusion coefficients, and then return to estimate the characteristic length of diffusion.
[27] To calculate the geometric factor, we assume that the immobile domain is composed of many equally sized and shaped regions, and that the shape of the regions does not change between tests, although the size may vary. The immobile porosity may be expressed as
where q* im is the porosity within the immobile regions; N G is the number of immobile geometries; C G (d ) is a constant depending of the shape of the immobile geometries; d is the geometry dimensionality; and V T is the total aquifer volume. Solving equation 6 for l, substituting the resulting expression for l into equation (14), and taking the natural log of both sides yields the following relationship between q im and a:
A plot ln(q im ) against ln(a À0.5 ) will now have a slope of d (Figure 3) . The data from our push-pull tests indicate a dimensionality value of 1.7. We interpret this value as curved planes, in agreement with our conceptualization of porous coatings on framework sand and gravel grains. This value of d implies a value of 6.5 for ψ(d) from the following relationship (adapted from Harvey and Gorelick [1995] ):
[28] In order to estimate apparent diffusion coefficients for bromide and sodium in the immobile regions, we must consider how this anion and cation interact with other ions when diffusing and consider the tortuosity within immobile regions. We observed that the best fit value of a for sodium was about twice the corresponding mass transfer coefficient for bromide in the two mobilization tests (Table 2) . This result appears reasonable recognizing that the bromide is diffusing to and from immobile regions with sodium, the predominant cation in those tests. However, sodium is mostly diffusing in association with citrate, the predominant anion. As the pH of the water was near 7 for much of the experiment and the pK a3 of citrate is about 6.5, the citrate occurred primarily as the trivalent anion and required codiffusion of three sodiums for each citrate (i.e., as Na 3 citrate). Consequently, for sodium, we chose the free solution diffusivity to be 3 times the diffusivity of the Na 3 citrate (3 Â 1.0 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s
À1
); for bromide, the diffusivity is equal to NaBr (1.6 Â 10 À5 cm 2 s À1 ) [Vanysek, 1994; Shackelford et al., 1999] . Assuming the sodium bromide was diffusing through colloid-rich portions of the porous medium (e.g., coatings), the physical tortuosity factor is about 0.1 based on experience with clay-rich aquitards [Young and Ball, 1998 ] and clay membranes [Malusis and Shackelford, 2002] . Finally, at the ionic strengths used in our push-pull tests, experience with clay liners suggests an additional factor reducing diffusion around 0.2 for electric double layer constrictions of pore openings [Malusis and Shackelford, 2002] . Using these inputs, the calculated geometry factor, and our best fit values of a and q im , we calculated the characteristic length of diffusion l for the five bromide and two sodium recovery curves (Table 2 ). These length scales ranged from 0.16 to 0.04 cm. The absolute values of these length scales are certainly approximate, but they appear reasonable given the geology of our intact formation. Interestingly, the deduced length scales for bromide and sodium were similar. Moreover, the apparent length scale at ML1A was unchanged by our citrate injections, but at P11 this parameter decreased by more than a factor of 2 after colloid mobilization near that well.
[29] We theorize that when colloids are mobilized during one injection, the bromide from the following injection should not only have less of an immobile domain to diffuse into but also a shorter distance to travel. This concept is illustrated by comparing q m , q im , and b to l ( Table 2) . As expected, when l is the shortest, q im is the smallest and q m is the largest. However, when the l increases, q im increases while q m decreases. These results suggest that colloid mobilization not only converted immobile to mobile domain but also simultaneously decreased the characteristic length of diffusion. Additionally, the close agreement between the length scales calculated for the bromide and sodium mobilization experiments supports the notion that solute loss was due to diffusion not sorption, and the difference in a between sodium and bromide was a result of the different apparent diffusivities. (16)) of mass transfer coefficient a to immobile porosity q im , used to determination of immobile geometry dimensionality.
[30] The low best fit values of the estimated dispersivities indicate that dispersive spreading is due to pore-scale mechanical dispersion rather than macrodispersive spreading caused by heterogeneities in hydraulic conductivity at our experimental scale (less than 2 m). Furthermore, the small values are consistent with the notion that push-pull tests minimize macrodispersion by pulling flow back through spatial patterns of hydraulic conductivity in a simple reversal of velocities that undoes the complex solute patterns that may be created during the push stage. The trend of decreasing dispersivity (Àln(a r )) with decreasing capacity coefficient (b) for bromide may indicate that flow tortuosity at the pore-scale decreased when immobile domains were opened. The two sodium dispersivities were almost a factor of 2 higher, possibly because the codiffusion of sodium with both bromide and citrate at different rates could have a spreading effect that is manifested in the dispersivity term as it was not explicitly accounted for by a multirate mass transfer model. Regardless, the relationship between sodium's dispersivities and betas (based on only two points) yields the same slope (change in dispersivity as function of the change in beta) as seen for the bromide, suggesting that reduction in tortuosity had the same effect for both ions.
Implications to Aquifer Remediation
[31] Although this investigation was primarily intended to ascertain whether pumping colloid-bound contaminants from the subsurface could be used to enhance cleanups, in this examination of bromide we may have discovered another important impact of colloid mobilizations. Colloid mobilization may enhance remediation because it diminishes the volume of immobile zones. In any remediation, an important issue to examine involves the parameters governing the percent mass recovery. For both bromide and sodium in our study, the percent mass recovery correlated very well with b (Figure 4) . The magnitude of b can explain the percent mass recovery because if there is a larger immobile domain compared to mobile domain, there is more capacity to lose mass to diffusive transport. For colloid mobilization, b had a strong correlation with l, and this parameter, in turn, is related to a (equation (6)). This implies that colloid mobilization could have a double benefit for remediation: Not only might it decrease the immobile capacity, but it may shorten l increasing a. This would make mass transfer timescales shorter and accelerate remediation.
[32] The ratio of volume withdrawn, V, to volume injected, V o , ranged from 2.44 to 3.19 for the five field experiments. The model was used to predict the amount of water, V*/V o , that would be needed to capture 99.5% of the injected bromide mass to indicate how a pump and treat system operating at 100 mL/min might perform in aquifers with similar properties (Table 4 ). The resulting ratios were between 35 and 53 for the untreated wells. These extremely large V*/V o values are testimony to the problems facing pump and treat systems. The colloid mobilization accomplished in the well P11 experiment would significantly reduce the withdrawal volumes required for mass recovery of charged chemical species (Table 4 ). It appears the effect on ML1A was much less (reducing V*/V o from 53 to 43) due to the lesser colloid mobilization at that location.
[33] This raises a key question: Why was colloid mobilization, and its associated impacts on bromide transport, different between two wells separated only about 5 m horizontally and 2 m vertically? We theorize that well P11 was more responsive because it was located in a more heavily contaminated portion of the plume. Many investigators have previously found that groundwater disturbances (e.g., changed pH or E H ), resulting in the removal of cementitious phases from geological deposits, concomitantly enabled colloid mobilization from the solids into the groundwater [e.g., Ryan and Gschwend, 1990; Gschwend et al., 1990] . Such localized mobilization occurs even as neighboring wells that sample background groundwater are virtually colloid-free. At our study site, well P11 exhibited lower groundwater pH (3.7 versus 4.5) and higher dissolved Cr (1 mM versus 0.3 mM) than the ML1A site [Johnson et al., 2001] . The subsurface pH modification may have substantially removed secondary phases such as iron oxyhydroxides that acted to hold colloid-sized particles in aggregates or on framework grains [Ryan and Gschwend, 1992; Swartz et al., 1997; Bertsch and Seaman, 1999] . Indeed, the aquifer solids at P11 contained less iron than those at ML1A (200 mmol/kg versus 410 mmol/kg). Hence our citrate treatments may have been more effective at mobilizing colloids from the strata sampled by P11 than at ML1A simply because the acidic plume had already done some of the work of removing cementitious phases. Further, once colloids have been mobilized, their belowground rearrangement could change subsurface transport properties. It has long been recognized in the petroleum engineering literature that movement of fines may result in plugged pore throats and diminished formation permeability [e.g., Muecke, 1979] . Moreover, manipulating parameters such as pH is needed to control colloid migration and plugging of Figure 4 . Correlation of percent mass recovery to b for both bromide and sodium. sandstones [Kia et al., 1987] . Thus we suggest it is reasonable to expect (1) that colloid mobilization is dependent on the local aquifer solid, colloid, and groundwater properties, and (2) that such fine particles can move under the right conditions and their reorganization can influence macroscopic transport properties. Certainly more research is needed to anticipate the intensities of such subsurface responses, including what is ''enough'' colloid mobilization and when might there be ''too much.'' However, in this study, when we achieved a certain level of colloid mobilization, immobile regions were apparently reduced, making mass removal of substances like bromide more efficient on the short term.
[34] In summary, our analysis of several lines of evidence suggests that mobilizing and/or reorganizing significant levels of pore-clogging colloids can change the physical mass transfer properties and the dispersivity of an aquifer. The ratio of immobile-to-mobile pore volumes, the characteristic lengths of diffusion, and dispersivity were all reduced, while the mass transfer rate was increased. This indicates that chemical perturbations mobilizing a relatively small proportion of solid aquifer material can have significant effects on the physical transport parameters of the aquifer. Our most successful colloid mobilization experiment (P11) suggests that flushing a site under the right conditions with citrate can open up immobile regions and substantially reduce remediation time and costs by liberating contaminants whose mobilization would otherwise be diffusion limited. However, the fact that changes in aquifer properties were evident in one well, but not another, indicates the importance of local geochemical conditions.
